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**Title word cross-reference**

12 [WLWT16]. n [KP10]. \( n^{-1} \) [Aok15]. A [HB10, YZZ17a]. \( \alpha \) [KTA17, SN13b].
AR(1) [UA17]. AR(\( m \)) [Tew17]. AR(\( p \)) [DK17b]. X [CGST17, Kao17]. \( C_p \)
[US10]. \( C_{PM} \) [DZC10]. W [GS11]. \( \chi^2 \) [CDGML12, Liu13]. D
[ATV+14, HB10, Mie12, PM12, VM11, WPLL15, YM15]. E [YZZ17a]. \( \epsilon \)
[ZM13]. F [ASSH10, KPIY16, Liu13, RSW12]. G
[Ery15, FTE17, SL14, TN16]. GARCH(1, 1) [BB17c]. K
[RLTJ16, AB13a, ADLS10, BGU15, BS15, BSL15, BJKJ10, BJ14a, CM15,
DK17b, DK17c, DN16, EK10, Ery10, Ery15, FTE17, HSP+17, KFO14,
LKTW12, Ng17, PRA14, QJ14, ZWCC12, ZW14]. L_1 [ET16, HW14]. L_2
[Zha15c]. \( \Lambda \) [CBDD16]. M [DZ17, EKG17, GTPS14, HM12b, JK16, PKK12,
She13b, EK10, KFO14, LKTW12]. MA(\( q \)) [DK17c]. \( m:G \) [ZW14]. \( n \)
[Bay11, Ery10, Ery15, FTE17, HS12, HN15]. \( n:F \)
[BGU15, EK10, KFO14, QJ14]. \( \omega \) [SN13b]. P
\[ Koc17, AE17, AL15, Aok15, HN15, Mar15, WY15b, ZX17 \]. \( p \geq 3 \) [Liu17a]. \( \Phi_p \) [FT16]. \( \Pr(X < Y) \) [Bak16]. \( \Pr(Y < X) \) [AVR17]. \( R \)

[AMP10, Ban17, Kao17]. \( \text{RCINAR}(p) \) [WZ10]. \( s - K \) [HWX16]. \( t \)

[AOK13, CMM12, CLW12, HN13, Hod13, KP17, Liu13, RNJ16, SMY12, Wu14, WZTX16]. \( T^2 \) [NA12, PKC11+11, YKL14, YKC16]. \( t_2 \) [AN12]. \( t_3 \) [AN12]. \( \theta \) [SN13b]. \( U \) [KK10b]. \( \text{VARFIMA}(0,d,0) \) [LPZ13]. \( X \)

[NGT14, YC10].


1) [Ban17, IOTBO17, MSR12, OTZA17, ZX10].

2 [ABAJ14].

5th [CD14].

65 [Grc17].


acceptance-rejection [MNBB17]. Account [GBO14, MS14]. Accounted [BH16]. Accounting [BL15, Roy12, SM17, YLM17]. Accumulated [HdL10].


Adaptation [De 11]. adaption [STLH17]. Adaptive [AM14, AZCS10, ANA14, BM10, BD14a, BJ14b, DCM16, FZDF14, KJ13, KYP11, KK10b, Lee10b, LZZW13, LGM12, ND10, NCF15, PLW+14, Ste12,]
YLL17, ZLZW16, AM17a, AHM17, HK17, KL17b. Additive [ASM15, CW12b, LLX16, MMM16, Rod16, She13a, She14, She15a, UHP11, YGW16, ZX13, tjYBS16, UA17]. Adjacent [OBD16]. Neighbor-category [OBD16]. Adjust [BLC17]. Adjusted [HM12a, Hua14, LqQIX11, ZGC16, HKNC17]. Adjusting [HHH16, PB17b].


Alternatives [AR12, JKBR16, RB16, XD15]. Always [GO14]. Among [HTN14, TNS12, YHL12, GCR12, LLH17]. Among-Group [YHL12, LLH17].

Analyses [KP10, WBG16a, YKSC16, WMH17]. Analysis [AT16, ADLS10, AKV16a, AC15a, Ati16, BGP14, BVC15, BG16, CP16, Che14, CCLT14, CDGML12, CJV13, DD16, Ema13, ES16, GGNB10, HM12a, HK13, HA12, HHHZ10, JMCT16, JH14, Jin11, KK10a, KMSK15, KSJ+12, Kim14, KS16, KSMG13, IKW13, Li12, LDW14, LRVF10, LZ16, MNZ13, Mc14, MPEGMGMR11, MS14, ONS16, PGGF14, PWT11, PLLF16, PSS10, PAM15, PSO13, Pic13, RR13, SNM16, SKZA16, SW11a, SZFM11, SWL14, TK15a, TZ14, UA17, WTCZ10, WL11, jWm13, WP13, WMK14, WTLWL16, WMI16, XTG14, YSWM13, ZP14, ZW14, ZW15b, dWD16, AKZK17, AO17, Ban17, BB17d, CKP17, CTH17, DL17, EGO+17, FNA17, Grc17, HT17, HW17b, KJK17, Koc17, KC17, MCM16, Maz17, MP17b, NK17, PUN17, She17a, SDS17, WSZ17]. Analytical [BR16b].

Analyzers [SMY12, XYY17].

Applications [ABB12, BZ15, DKV15, EK12, HXX15, KJR13, Kri16, Li12, Li13, Mey13, SNM16, SI13, TCA+16, TM14, WLWT16, Xu14, BS17, CMN17, KKH17, LWT17, MJ17, RTJ17, Vin17, ZLW17]. Applied [PC13, dMBSFB17, CR17]. Applying [Van15]. Appraisal [GGNB10].

SG14, SSA15, LSD17, SG17, Wes17. **Availability** [LKKH11, LKYH17]. **Available** [DAI14]. **AVC** [VKB10]. **Average** [AS12b, HXB13, Lee12, MW10, SFLC14, WSQ15, Yan13, AHM17, AAMJ17, PW17, Roo17, Tas17]. **Averaging** [FWY14, AM17b].

**Backfitting** [XY12]. **Backoff** [LGM12]. **Backward** [Fen16]. **Bag** [ZZZ10]. **Bagging** [WZG15]. **Baker** [ZNA16]. **Balakrishnan** [Ate17]. **Balanced** [Man15b, SS12a, YAA15]. **balancing** [TK17]. **Band** [GVC10, Chv17, Das17]. **Bands** [ZGC16]. **Bandwidth** [MWH10, Ste12]. **Banerjee** [YC10]. **Bar** [NGT14, YC10]. **Bartlett** [LBP17, MLZ15]. **Based** [AHAA15, ASSH10, AJM10, Ay15, AB13b, ALH14, AZSA11, ARAM15, BHI12, BDKM11, BAA16, BR16a, BDS10, CP16, Che14, CZL16, CMB11, CYW13, Chi15, CCD+12, De 11, DAA13, DC15, EK16, FG15, FK15, GCR12, GAPS10, Gom13, HN13, HJST15, HLIV14, Hou16, Hua14, IMS14, Ima11, JS14, KHH12, KU14, KM13, KJS10, KN16, KK10b, KP12, KGXR16, LDW14, LZZ16, LH08, LHB10, LBW11, LzS10, LqQX11, LZZW13, LH13, LZ15, LTKW12, LZ16, Mah15, MA16, Mur15, NB15, NA13, PGGF14, PB10, PS14, Par11, Par15, PKC+11, PRA14, QMLS16, SKST14, Sat12, SB12b, SVWH10, SNO16, SA16, SW11a, SS10, SO10, Sim11, SG12, SMY12, SW13, TK15a, TKCL16, TKKC14, TK15b, TT15, VG15, VG10, VAGE15, WTCZ10, WL11, WTZ11, WBG16b, WGS10, WLL10, WL15a, Xu14, XZ16]. **Baseline** [YC16, yYjHwK14, Zgh10, ZA10, ZJNG13, ZDX14, ZW15b, Zha15c, ZWZ14b, ZLGZ15, ZTT10, AO17, Ate17, CHJL17, DBM17, DDD16, DVK15, DB17, EK12, EK17, EG16, GS17, GG17b, GA17, HPS17, Hua16, Is17, Kao17, KE17, KE17, KL17b, Kri16, KOC16, LTZ17, MMP16, Maz17, MH17, MWW16, MM16, MM17, NP17, ND17, Nou17, Pal17, Par17, PW17, RSC16, RSR17, RBX+15, RM16c, SA17, SXF17, Tas17, WBG16a, WMH17, Wu17, YCL17, ZSY17, ZHLW17, ZHKR17, ZM17]. **Baseline** [MR14, ZLS14, YW17]. **Baselines** [ZCR10]. **Basis** [Aok15, DPCJ16, KK10a]. **bathtub** [SKK17]. **bathtub-shaped** [SKK17]. **Bayes** [BBF13, Bay11, CKC+14, DAA13, GP17, KK17, KU14, OWD14, RK17]. **Bayesian** [LHB10, AT16, ATV+14, AM17a, AM17b, Ah16, AR17, ALH14, ASM15, AHGJR16, BS10, CB10, CCC16a, CSL17, CTH17, CNK17, DSR15, Don10, EZ15, FWY14, FK14, FGMW10, Gut15, HD13a, HFKM16, HD13b, HSR10, JA11, KGK14, KJK17, KBD11, KL17b, KSGM13, Knu16, LC12, Lak11, LAG17, Lan10, Li10b, LXPL17, LH08, LW11b, Lin17, MYS+16, MMM16, Mar13b, Maz17, MP17b, MSR12, ML17, MS14, NP17, OGI14, PLW+14, PLA16, RZZ10, RF10, RLF11, RV16, SGKM17, SS17, SK17, SK16, SB12b, SSK16, SK17, SXF17, SSY15, TK15a, TZ14, TA17, USA17, VB16, WL11, jWz13, WA14, XTG14, XZ17, YW16, YCL17, Yao13, YZ11, ZAK14, dHMRR17]. **BBPSO** [Wan14]. **beat** [BBK17]. **bedload** [CR17]. **Behavior** [AFS14, BBKB16, KX17, MP17a]. **belief** [AKJ17]. **BEM** [VKB10]. **Benchmark** [CL15]. **Benefits** [RBX+15]. **Bennett** [ZA17]. **Berkson**
Choosing [EF14]. chosen [CTGR17]. Chromatography [Har12]. Churn
[LqQX11]. Circular [AHRM12, IRHM13, KFO14, MRKI16]. claim [ZZ17].
Class
[AJ13, AFV16, CJV13, GH16, GK14b, HWX16, HXB13, KJS10, Li14, Lin15,
MS10a, NCF15, Pap14, Pra15, RNJ16, SLLW11, ZZZJ14, KG17, LC16, MJ17].
Classes [AA15, SZSA17]. Classical
[Dei12, FL13, RF10, RLF11, Wil12, Wil15, AM17b, WF17]. Classification
[AN11, AMA15, AAP16, Cha12, CDGML12, GL14, JK17b, KO16, KJS10,
KOC16, MBL12, RSW12, SG15a, SLLW11, SYM12, SLB11].
Classification-Based [KJS10]. Classifier [NHLL10, SXYF17]. Classifiers
[GK15]. Clinical
[Ani16, PK13b, ZCR10, Zha11a, ZLS14, CTH17, Llo17, YLM17]. cloning
d[dlHMRB17]. Closed [GBB+12]. Closeness [AB13a, BDKM11]. Closer
[YGL12]. Cluster
[MV10, YYY16, YLK11, AKZK17, AO17, BLC17, ISS17, KP17].
cluster-based [AO17]. cluster-level [BLC17]. Clustered [LLJ+12, LW11b,
MH17, Sche13a, Sche15a, Spa12, YLK11, GB17a, MB17, SAD17]. Clustering
[AAT15, AKS13a, AK14, BKJ10, BJ14a, CCD+12, FG15, GZ10, MMP16,
MM16, RH11, VL16, BB17a, WY17]. Clustering-based [MMP16]. Clusters
[LLZ16, XLC14]. Cobb [KABM17]. Coefficient
[AB13b, AZ10, BK11, CSS13, Che14, CY16, DS14, FP16, Hua14,
LZ10, LM10, LTQ15, Lu14, SSuK14, Wei11, WWL15, Xia15, ZM12, ZW15b,
YY17b, YYY17c, YKL17, ZLW17]. Coefficients
[AFvRvR15, BBF13, TZD+13, VL13, Elh17, EA17, JK17a, ZSÁ17].
Cognitive [CZL16]. Cohort [BL15]. Coiﬂets [PR14]. Cointegrated
[GD15]. Cointegrating [Kur13, Mak11]. Cointegration
[Mak11, PD16, SMS17a, SMS17b]. Cojocaru [BB17b]. cold [FTE17].
Collapsed [PM16]. Collecting [Ang13]. Collinear [FX12]. Collinearity
[AHGJRC16, BHI12, MSS10a]. Collinearity-Influential [BHI12]. Color
COM-Poisson [KJ13]. Combination
[AH13a, GCR12, HLH14, Kri16, SS12b, WL15a, HA17b].
Combination-Based [GCR12]. Combinations [Ger16]. Combinatorial
[Man15a]. Combinatorics [BG15]. Combined
[DKV15, EF14, KIM16a, UIH17]. Combining
[CDkP14, GK15, SG12, VVHP+16, WY15b, ZWZ+14a, GSP+17, Ten17].
Comments [BB17b]. Common
[BH16, PUN16, SN13b, dWD16, JK17a, JK17b, PUN17, YW17]. Commonly
[MMP+13]. community [YC16]. Comparative
[Bon16, Che14, HHS16, Kim16b, KP10, MSB11, Ônd16, Rod16, ITHT13,
TKX13, VPF14, WWJ14, ARK17]. Comparing [AGJ15, BRT+16, CPL10,
CSK16, CJV13, DMM15, GMG13, JS14, JMCT16, KJ13, LSY16, Lon14,
MH17, MMF14, OWY13, SajMF16, SG15a, WANB13, WHK17].
Comparison
Comparisons [AAK17, GBB+12, HST17, HTN14, MGG11, Sin14, SI14, Wan12, XY12, HS17, MSK+17, Wil17, Wu17, ZVHC17].
Competing [HLLV14, She12, BT17, HK17, WSZ17].
Competitive [SFLC14].
complementary [HLLV14, She12, BT17, HK17, WSZ17].
Complex [AL16, ARC13, FMMV16, KS16, ZZZJ14, ZGC16, Elh17].
Complexity [MM16].
Component [Che14, DB16, KK10a, LM16b, PRA14, TPS15, YHL12, dWD16, BB17d, FTE17, MB17, Roo17, WF17, YSS17].
Components [ASSH10, ARKB13, BGU15, Ery10, HWX16, LW11a, TNS12, UB14, WL10, ZC11, ZX13, FTE17, Man17, PUN17].
Componentwise [CCC16a].
Composite [BEJC17, Fed12, KMSG15, SN13b].
Compound [AZSA11, Bee17, MJ17].
Compound-Estimator [AZSA11].
compounded [CMN17].
Compromise [KGA13].
Compulsory [WLWT16].
Computation [LKHH11, PR15b, Sim11, WA14, WTLWL16, AR17, Bee17, BD17].
Computational [EA12, FP14, JA15, JK17a, KMSG15, Kyu16, GG17b].
Computations [HXB13].
Computer [AA12, DD16, LH14, MDX17].
Computer-Generated [AA12].
Computing [DH16, LP16, LZ14, Lio17, Phi12, Wal14, YZZ17a].
Concerning [BM14].
Concurrent [DAD14, Dem17a].
Condition [Far16, HB10].
Conditional [BR14, BM10, CW12b, DTZG16, Hoc13, MAN11, Sta12, Wan12, CS17a].
conditionally [SS17].
Conditions [LS14, MR14, RA17].
Confidence [AK15, BK10, BK11, Bar11, BS16b, CMM12, cCyYnH13, CLJ13, CTTT16, Chv17, FP16, HWV12, JL12, KB14, LP16, LTPT11, ONa13, SD16, SZS10, SGB16, tTHT13, WN15a, WN15b, WWJ14, WC16, XX16, XD17, YR11, ZX10, Zha11a, ZGC16, vdH10, AND+17, Gui17, LLWW17, LLH17, Lio17, WN17, WPTL17, YW17].
Confidence-stabilizing [FP16].
Conforming [LK15b].
confounding [BLC17].
Conjecture [RTV16].
Consecutive [EK10, Ery10, KFO14, KM13].
Consecutive- [EK10, KFO14].
Consideration [RYW16].
Considerations [LH14, ZP14].
Considering [PLZ15].
Consistency [Kor12, PS13, SW16, XY17a].
Consistent [Asl14b, Góm13].
Consisting [Ery14, FTE17].
Consolidation [SMB12].
Constant [Ade12, CW12a, GTXF14, HRS14, PBS11, UHP11, Wal11, ZQL14].
Constant-Stress [CW12a, GTXF14, PBS11].
Constrained [MNH10, TZD+13].
constrains [DZ17].
Constructing [AM14, AFL+12, CP11, SP16, VM11, EZ17].
Construction [AK15, AGJ15, AKS13b, KMSG13, LW14, Man15b, YAA15].
Consumer [GBTV16].
Consumption [Mc14].
Contagion [SKS16].
contaminated
denoising [KL17b]. Densities [NCF15]. Density [Bec17, CP16, CDL12, CDS15, Kan16, MWH10, Nic10, OY16, Pic16, RCR14, VG10, Xu14].
Density-Based [VG10]. Dependence
[AJB11, HMS16, TA13, WZCJ16, AR17, KPV17]. Dependencies [AK14].
Dependence [LW16]. Dependently
[Sht17a, ZLL17]. Depth [KOC16, LDW14, LZ14, Liu17a].
derivative [MDX17]. Derivatives [GL14]. Descent [PK16]. Descriptive
[Sha15, BOOTD17, IOTBO17, OTZA17]. Design
[AHAH15, AM14, Chi15, DS13, FL13, GCR12, KCC16, Lee10a, Lee12, LW14, LC16, LZ16, MP13b, MMP+13, NGT14, PS14, PLW+14, SSOB14b, TKCL16, Tom12, VB16, WTCZ10, YHL12, YKLR14, YPH14, ZCJ12, AKZK17, AHM17, Del17, MH17, MDX17, NP17, Wil17]. design-based [MH17].
Designing [AKJ17, BU15, LP10, SL15, fYyP14]. Designs
[ATV+14, ASSH10, AGJ15, AA12, ASA13, AA15, AFL+12, ASLFLR12, AAK14, AKV16a, AKS13b, Aok15, BRT+16, DAM15, DCM16, EB14, FT16, GP16, GH16, GKA12, HB16, KMS11, KP12, KMSG13, LRVF10, MTPC10, MP13a, Man15a, Man15b, Mie12, NHHL10, OD16, PM12, Rot12, SP16, SH12, VM11, WL15b, XQW+16, YM15, YAA15, YKSC16, CKP17, EZ17, QQYZ17, SZSA17, XSA+17, YZZ17a, ZSY17]. Detect [Don10, SR12]. Detectability [LA13]. detected [KLS17]. Detecting
[ARC13, PCN14, SI14, WL10, ZZW11, Che17]. Detection
[Ade12, BA13, CW12b, DK15, DC15, GV10, HM12b, IRHM13, MP13b, Spa12, SP14, VG10, DPS17, UA17]. Determination
[Bus15, CH10, LS14, MMK10, EA17]. Determine [TZD+13]. Determining
[CP11, KRAA15]. Deterministic [KMSK15]. Detrended
[JH14, SSS14]. Developing
[BM17b]. Development [ND10, RBX+15, Vin17].
Developments [ZYM13]. Deviation
[DS13, Hay14, KL14, Mac11a, SI13, Van15]. Device [HAZSK16, BC17].
Diagnosis [BL15, VPFI4, ZWZ14b]. Diagnostic
[AM13, BHI12, BA14, LX13, MV10, SJP12, SSY15, TA13]. diagnostcs
[AO17]. Diagonal [WL14, RL17]. Dichotomizing [ZLS14]. Dichotomous
[RT12, TA17, YW17]. Dickey [Su11a]. Differ [OWY13]. Difference
[BS16b, CLW12, cCyYuH13, Che15, EG16, HHHMW11, JW12, LTP11, SG14, SR12, SSY15, TT15, Che17, HM17, HA17b, Pal17]. Difference-Based
Differences [Aus10]. Different [AASK13, ARW16, BAPA15, Gom13, Gui17, KSGM13, MSK10, MAR11, Ond16, VPFI4, Yos15]. Differential
[BL15, Fen16, LW16, YS12, SDS17]. Difficulty [BAPA15]. Diffusion
[AS14a, KL14, EGO+17]. diffusion-tensor-imaging [EGO+17]. Diffusions
[Nic10, RMM15]. Dimension [HTN14, LSY17, LY16, Wan10b].
Dimensional [ART+12, HS12, HM13, Su11b, TX15, WTCZ10, WTZ11,
BB17d, CLLH16, HB16, LW16, LZ16, Man17, Maz17, MN17, NK17, ONS16, PK16, SFG15, ZZ17. **Dimensionality** [WL10]. **Dimensions** [Liu17a].

**Direct** [LSLW11, YKLL17]. **Direction** [CSK16, CFSC17, KK17].

**Direction-mixed** [CSK16]. **Dirichlet** [DSR15, HC17, MS14, Roo17, Wan10a]. **Discordance** [AHRM12].

**Discordancy** [MRKI16]. **Discovery** [HAT15, Kan16, LJ12, LY16, YBW+12].

**Discoverer** [YBW+12]. **Discovering** [ARK17]. **Discover** [AAK14, MA16].

**Discussion** [Olk16]. **Disease** [CCD+12, HAAQ11, McI14, ZWZ14b].

**Diseases** [YBW+12]. **Dispersion** [DAM15, Gad14, Gut15, TZ14, AP17, BCN17, XLW17]. **Distance** [CDGML12, KM13, LPZ13, JK17c].

**Distances** [Mur15]. **Distortion** [L10].

**Distributed** [HN13, KP10, YC10, AAMJ17, BB17a]. **Distribution** [AT16, AAH15, AFM12, AY15, AOK13, AN12, ART+12, BAN16, Bak16, BR14, BDKM11, BK10, Bay11, Bec15, Ben14, Bid12, BAN15, CH10, CLJ13, CLLH16, CM16, DPCJ16, DHI16, DDK16, Dut15, FK14, FG15, GDCO15, GCD13, GTFX14, GV10, HXX15, HK13, HW14, HM12c, HAZSK16, KLLM12a, KLLM12b, KBJJ14, KRAA15, KPIY16, KMF15, KN16, KBAD11, KRK15, Kom15, KJR13, KGXR16, LÀJGAF11, LHB08, LHB10, LBW11, Liu13, LS14, Mar12, dBMD5F16, MLC16, MNN12, MAM11, MGP16, MGC13, NB15, NRB13, OWD14, ON13, OCH11, PLZ15, PSO13, PRA14, Ras13, RR13, SKST14, Sha15, Sha15, She12, SS10, SKJH11, SW11b, SS16, TCA+16, TKCL16, TZZ14, TM14, TP15, Van12, Van15, VPSV13, WL11, WCL12, Wu14, WC16, WCC16, Xia15, Yan16, fYY14, XZJ15, ZGL15, ABFAM17, AKZK17]. **distribution** [AKJ17, Ate17, BS17, BDL17, DPS17, FNA17, Gen17, GA17, Gui17, HA17a, Hly17, HC17, HSP+17, KTA17, KKH17, KEB17, Kor17, KG17, KR17, MAMM17, RSR17, RA17, RCM17, RTJ17, SKK17, WK17, WW17, WN17, YMS17, ZW17].

**Distribution-Free** [ART+12, MGC13, Yan16, ZZGL15]. **Distributional** [MK10, MN15, PB17b].

**Distributions** [AK15, Afi14, AJM10, AFM12, AMS16, AL16, AJB11, ALH14, ABV16, AFV16, BLBK16, BK16, BKB+15, CLW12, EK16, EE10, GAMA15, GL15, GEVA10, HSR10, JA15, KK14a, LC12, LDS10, LP16, MKW16, Ok16, OWY13, RN16, RV16, SL15, SO10, STHS16, SW13, TN16, Wil12, YCH16, ZNA16, ZWJ10, vZS12, ARK17, ABJM17, Bar17b, Bec17, CMN17, CFSC17, GGZ17, HC17, JA17, Kao17, KE17, KG17, MJ17, PN17, PH17, SDD17, YCL17].

**Disturbances** [As14]. **Divergence** [BMPZ13, MMK10, Sno16, SO10, Zha11b]. **Diverging** [WSW16]. **Divisible** [KSS13]. **dMEWMA** [AS12b]. **Do** [LML11]. **Does** [BBK17]. **Domain** [HN15, ZW15b]. **Domains** [TRG13]. **Doray** [BB17b]. **Dose**
[CL15, NYD16, Rot12]. **Double**
[AS12b, CCUR12, JW12, LC16, MW10, RV15, SMWR14, VB16, ZC11].

**Double-Time-Scale** [SMWR14]. **Doublly**
[Pic14, sS12c, She13a, She13b, She15a, Zha15b, Wu17]. **Douglas** [KABM17].

**Down** [TNS12, BSV13]. **Downside** [BZW13]. **Draftnikology** [CMN14].
**Drift** [KNA15, XZZ15]. **Driven** [Mac11a, HHS16, JZZZ17]. **Dropout**
[BG12, GGNB10]. **Drug** [RBX+15, SKHL15]. **DRUR** [SSS14]. **DTW**
[GL14]. **Dual** [LZZ15, Lu14]. **due** [BLC17]. **Duration** [CW12b, HW17b].

**Durations** [BR14]. **Dynamic** [DSR15, EK10, LW16, BD17, STLH17].
**Dynamics** [BZX11, YCH16].

**Early** [CZL16]. **ECM** [BG12]. **Ecological** [Yam16]. **Econometric**
[CCUR12]. **Economic** [Chi15, Lee10a, NGT10, YC10, YKSC16].

**Economic-Statistical** [Chi15, NGT14]. **Economically** [YKLR14].
**economics** [Vin17]. **ECR** [Pap14]. **Edgeworth** [ZJNG13]. **editor**
[BB17b].

**Editorial** [Ano11b, Ano12]. **Education** [WLWT16]. **Educational**
[FMMV16]. **Effect**
[Aok15, CC10, CB17, De 11, GE13, Hod13, JY10, MMM13, NYD16, PK13b,
SD16, She13a, SLX14, VL16, WZG15, WWJ14, YC11, Llo17, MNBB17,YW17].

**Effective** [DZ16, GK14a]. **effectiveness** [SDD17]. **Effects**
[AKZK17, AJS13a, DS14, DCM16, GBPDL16, GTPS14, Gut15, HD13b,
Jin11, MV10, MP13b, Mie12, Phi12, Roy12, Sin14, SOSB1a, SOSB1b, ST13,
VL13, Vol14, Wan10a, WBG16b, YT12, YZCW15, JLGD17, LLH17, Lui17,
PM16, PW17, YCH16]. **Efficiency** [KEB17, MSM12, EA17, LAG17, PW17].

**Efficient** [AH13b, ARA13, BAN16, BAND16, BDS10, HZP15, HAT15,
KCC16, LWT17, MBF17, NB15, SP16, SV13, TS11, WWL15, Xu10, Ott17].
**EGARCH** [CC10, TT14]. **eigenvalues** [UMN17]. **Eigenvector** [PUN16].
**Elastic** [Ali16, FX12, FZDF14, AM17a]. **Electric** [ES16].

**Electrodynamics** [MS16]. **elements** [BB17a]. **Eligible** [Pit14].

**EM-Based** [HN13]. **emphasis** [KG17]. **Emphasizing** [KS16].
**Empirical**
[BCV15, Bay11, BZL15, HXX15, Hua14, Hua16, JZ17, JKKR16, LXX16,
Li17b, MDD13, QMLS16, SOBH10, SVWH10, SS12c, SS1414, Sun16,
TXK13, VG10, XS11, Yos15, Zgh10, ZWJ10, ZX13, CS17a, GP17, RK17].

**Empirical-Likelihood-Based** [Hua14, Hua16]. **Endpoint** [BL15].

**Endpoints** [XLPC13]. **Energy** [Che11]. **Ensemble** [ZZZ10].
**Ensure** [HMH+10]. **Entries** [CDGML12]. **Entropy**
[BR16a, EA12, KFM16, MSS10b, MSS16, MHA15, NA13, Nou17, SM10, Tou11,
YS12, KEB17, Mac17].

**Entropy-Based** [Mahl15, Nou17]. **Environments** [YAR12]. **EOV**
[Ano11b, Ano12]. **Epidemic** [FLB15, ZWZ14b]. **Epidemiological** [CCC10].
**Equality** [BK16, BRT+16, JK17a, Li14, Mar12, SKM+10, ZWJ10, ZWCC12,
AP17, G17b, GG17a, GNG17, JA17, UH17].

**Equation** [Fen16, GHY14, LW16, Ral16, CB17, TA17]. **Equations** [¨Ond16].
**Equilibrium** [Lon14]. **Equivalence** [CH11, CWSW16, Man15a, MC12].

**Ergodic** [RMM15]. **Erratum** [Ano14b, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano17]. **Error**
[GL11, Hdl10, Hua16, HM12c, IMS14, K14, LY13, LH14, LRV10, Lu13, PLZ15, RMS10, Roy12, RH11, WLL10, WL15b, WL15a, ZHL14, GRB17, ISS17, Lin17, RL17, SDD17, SMS17a, SMS17b, WF17, YSS17].

**error-correction** [SMS17b]. **Error-prone** [Hua16]. **Errors** [ARA13, Asl14b, HHD16, OR11, Özki14, RY16, RM16b, Su11a, Su11b, Wei11, hWjJsH13, YGW16, YGL12, JG17, NBOM17, TO17, XZ17, YLL17].

**Errors-in-Variables** [Wei11, hWjJsH13, Su11b, YGW16]. **Escalation** [Rot12]. **Estimate** [SSmK14, Van12, Wan14, vZ11]. **Estimated** [AMW15, CSG15, MM10, Mah12, TKCL16, Rak17, SM17]. **Estimates** [AS12c, JKKR16, Phi12, WN15b, AM17b, ET16, FK17, Pal17, Wes17, ZLW17].

**Estimating** [AID17, Asi14, BM17a, BK10, BK11, BSV13, CW12a, CM16, DS14, D2C10, GNV15, GYH14, Hdl10, HB16, MYS16, Mak11, Mar13b, NQ15, NZL13, Önd16, OBD16, Sha15, SKJH11, SKHL15, Tan16, YCSD10, YW17, ZWZ12, vZ11, TK17].


**Estimation** [OD16, P141, PR15a, PGHA15, PPK12, PK13a, PC13, PLA16, QJ14, RMM15, Ras13, Rod16, SN13a, SKST14, SS14, SS12a, SS12b, SG17, She12, She15b, SKS16, SO10, SSA15, SSK16, SP17, SSY15, SLX14, SID13, SS16, TN16, TVS13, TP515, TP15, TS11, TT15, VL10, Van15, Van10b, WW10, WTZ11, WBG16b, Wei11, hWjJsH13, WZL15, W154, Wil15, WY12, Xu10, Xu14, Yam16, YMS17, YXS14, YS12, YT12, YZC15, ZZZ10, ZDX14, ZYH16, vZS12, vdH10, AO17, Bar17a, BBK17, C517, CGST17, Del17, DB17, ES17, GGG17, Gui17, GB17b, HW17a, HS17, JG17, JK17c, KK17, KP17, KEB17, LSD17, Lu17, MMB17, ML17, MN17, RSR17, SS17, SKK17, SA17, SK17, T157, WK17, WW17, WZT17, YY17c, YZZ17b, ZHKR17].

**Estimations** [ABV16, KBAD11]. **Estimator** [AOJ12, AZSA11, AS14b, CDL12, CXW16, Del12, DTL12, DX16, GL11, GA12, IE13, Iq11, JW12, Lu13, RSC16, RMS10, RM16b, RA14, RA16, SG14, STK15, TRG13, WL14, WY15a, Wu16, Zha15b, BBK17, DK17a, EKG17, GKS17, JK16, KP17, Mac17, TO17, WA17, WF17, YXY17].

**Estimators** [ATB14, AG16, Bak16, Che14, CT12, CDS15, GBP16, GK14b, GSSCR16, HWW16, KGS14, MS10, MSS10a, MSS16, MWH10, NAK13, NA13, OW12, Özk14, Ron10, TK16, Vrb15, WY14, XY12, ZJX15, CS17a, GVTGF17, ISS17, KE17, PW17, RL17, She13b, Xue17, ZL17].

**Ethernet**

EWMA

Exponential
[ALH14, AHGJRC16, Bak16, BS15, BSL15, BK16, Bd12, CLJ13, DM14, EE10, FK14, GNV15, GK14b, GTFX14, GSSCR16, KMF15, KU14, KNJ16, KRR15, KGS14, LC12, LHB08, LHB10, tLB14, MGG11, Ng13, SL15, SKST14, Sha16, SW11b, TTTZ14, WA14, fYyP14, ZWZC12, dFR13, dR11, AND+17, AVR17, AKJ17, Gen17, GP17, GA17, KKH17, Ng17, SGKM17, SSK16, Wu17, YCL17]. Exponential-Geometric [Bid12, EE10]. Exponential-Type [KGS14].


[AMA15, DB16, DD16, KK10a, KOC16, PFST13, Sha15, Elh17, PB17a, SDSL17, ZZS17]. **functional-coefficients** [Elh17]. **Functional**s [Dar12].

**Functions** [ALH14, DPCJ16, Li14, MRM10, SS12b, SKJH11, SW13, Wes14, Zha11b, ZC11, ZQL14, ZTT10, FK17, Gun17, Par17, SDD17, YL17]. **Funds** [Pit14]. **Further** [BM14, VCDB14]. **Fused** [FX12, FZDF14]. **Fusion** [PLL16]. **Future** [LOL16]. **Futures** [CCC16b]. **Fuzzy** [CY16, SZFM11, VG15, WLWT16, WTLWL16, CR17].

G [MSR12, OTZA17, ZX10]. **Gambler** [HS12]. **Gamma** [BK3+15, Dei12, HD13a, MAC11b, NRB13, PB10, PS14, RR13, WL11, YC10, Bar17b, HPG17, Kor17, ML17]. **gamma-normal** [Kor17]. **Gamma-normal** [Kor17].

**Gap** [MAMM17]. **GARCH** [DBM17, JM13, Kur13, LS10, YLL17]. **GARCH-Type** [JM13]. **GARMA** [DN16]. **Gas** [Har12]. **Gauge** [RYW16]. **Gaussian** [ALP16, BR14, CW15, GDGG16, KK14a, KTA17, LH13, MP17a, SEG12, SC13, TK15a]. **GEE** [TX15]. **Gene** [CCD12, HWB13, Isli1, IW16, YBW+12, ZWZC12]. **General** [HMS16, KMSG13, MSS10a, MG12, SJP12, Sm11, Zha15c, KN17, LKYH17, NWR17, Yeh17]. **Generalization** [ON13, TTZ14, KKH17]. **Generalized** [AHAAH15, AFM12, AY15, AA16, AB11, ABV16, Ben14, CH10, CC10, CCUR12, cCyYuH13, CLJ13, CM16, DAM15, DK11, EA12, E016, Ger16, GDCO15, GSY14, GCD13, GKI4b, GTFX14, Gut15, Hua14, HSP+17, IMS14, JW12, KSF15, KMF15, KYP11, KNJ16, Kuv16, LÁ·JGAF11, LOL16, LH13, Lu13, NRB13, Ónd16, PR14, SP16, SG14, Sha16, SO10, SN13b, TRG13, Tor15, Van12, Vin17, VPSV13, WZ10, WBG16b, WZTX16, YM15, ZWCW15, dJvBS16, ARK17, AVR17, BS17, CKP17, Dem17b, Gen17, HA17a, KKH17, Kor17, KG17, KR17, Liu17b, LLH17, RSR17, SZMY17, SZSA17, SA17, WK17, XLW17, Mac17]. generally [AAM17]. **Generated** [AA12, VCB14].

**Generating** [AD15, ART+12, MAM11, SNO16, SO10, Zgh10]. **Generation** [Aus10, DAD14, KLLM12a, KLLM12b, AD17, Dem17b, Dem17a]. **Generators** [KM13]. **Genetic** [HN15, Koz14, NGT14, Sat12, DL17]. **Genome** [PLL16]. **Genome-wide** [PLL16]. **Genomic** [YLM17].

**Genotype** [DL17]. **Geometric** [Bis12, EE10, GDCO15, NN15, OR11, WSQ15, CMN17, FNA17, HA17a, HSP+17]. **GFI** [CB17]. **Gibbs** [AM17a, CCC16a, CFSC17, IKW13, PM16]. **Gini** [BAM11, SL15, WANB13]. **Gini-chart** [SL15]. **Given** [PR15b, Xin15]. **GLG** [KK14b]. **GLM** [NQ15].

**GLMMs** [RK17]. **Global** [LZ16, WTC10, WTX11, WC15, Will17, WZT17]. **GLS** [Wu10]. **GME** [Mac17]. **GMM** [KJ13]. **Gold** [cCyYuH13, CCC16b]. **Gompertz** [RT17, WCC16]. **Good** [AR12, Ng13]. **Goodness** [AD12, BDM11, BCGV13, BCV15, BC17, FK15, GEVA10, HXX15, KXR16, NA13, PSW16, VPSV13, Zgh10, AID17, CBB+17, PN17, Par17]. **Goodness-of-Fit** [AD12, BCV15, GEVA10, HXX15, NA13, VPSV13, BC17, FK15, KXR16, AID17, CBB+17, PN17, Par17]. **Governed** [Mac11a]. **GQL** [KJ13]. **Graded** [MMM16]. **Gradient** [BDS10]. **Gradient-Based** [BDS10].

Group [ABAJ14, BHI12, DX16, FZDF14, Gad14, GK14a, KO16, KSJ+12, LW14, LSLW11, ND10, Par11, WWJ14, YHL12, ZP14, ZL10, AE17, CHJL17, HW17a, Hou16, LLH17, PB17a, XD17]. group-Lasso [PB17a]. Grouped [LQW+16, LBW11, Xu14]. Grouping [FX12, CBB+17]. Groups [LX13, PUN16, RM16c, WC15]. Growth [Das17, DM14, VL13]. Gumbel [AJB11, Boz13, AJM10, BAN16, vZS12].


Heterogeneous [EE10, LWT17]. Heteroscedastic [ARA13, Asl14a, CA10, Özk14, PR14, PR15a, RM16b, WWL15, WC15, YHL12, LW17a, LLH17, ZLW17]. Heteroscedasticity [Asl14b, GMG13, HFKM16, MGG11, MN15, XYCY15, XY16, XQW+16, LSY17, Nam17, Wu17]. Heteroscedasticity-Consistent [Asl14b].


High-Dimensional [ART+12, HM13, TX15, WTCZ10, WTZ11, LW16, LZ16, ONS16, PK16, SFG15, BB17d, Man17, MN17, NK17, ZZ17].


Hitting [SC13, MP17a]. HIV [YCH16]. HNBUE [Pra15]. hoc [PAM15].

Hölder [HRS14]. Homogeneity [BMN12, BAMI11, ES15, LH13, LL14, SW11b, ZW15a, ZJNG13, ZTT10, XLW17]. Homogeneous [HJST15, KFM16, Yar12]. Homoscedasticity [SJP12]. Horizon [NT10].

Horizontal [DM14]. Hosmer [CCB+17]. Hot [PL13]. Hurst [CSL17].

Kur13, LP10, NYD16, PFST13, Pra15, SCN17, HM17, SMS17b, ZK17.

I/II [PLW+14]. Identical [CLW12, WC15]. Identifiability [PGHA15].
Identification [BR16b, CMB11, LW16, XZZ15]. Identifying [ARW16, DS14, JS12, NYD16, ND17, NZL13, SWL14, STHS16].
Idiosyncratic [Sol16]. Ignorable [MYS+16, YCSD10].

II [LHB10, AMW15, ARAM15, BS15, BSL15, BS17, BR16a, DDK16, DAA13, GRY17, GP17, HK13, HK17, KN16, KKR15, LHB08, Mah12, NKK17, NN15, Par17, Pit14, RSR17, SSK17, SZMY17, SSK16, SS16, YCL17, ZS17].
iid [BS16a, MP17a]. III [AMS16, CTH17, KY15, PH17]. Illness [MMF14].
Implement [DAI14]. Implementation [BGM13].
Implementing [BOOTD17]. Implication [Che11]. Implied [MLC16].
Importance [Ngu17, Su11b, SCH14, GGGZ17]. important [SZSA17].
Improved [AL16, AS14a, CLW12, CYW13, CNPW15, GSSCR16, HT14, HWB13, LSD17, MKN10, SGN1, WN15b, XZ16, Yan16, BSH17, Mac17].
Improvement [AZ10, LS10, OM17]. Improving [AMA15, BJ14b, SB17, Zha15c].
Imputation [DMMA15, HMH+10, PL13, dJvBS16, CS17b, ZLC+17]. IMSE [GP16].
IMSE-optimal [GP16]. INAR [PK13a, ZW15b]. INARCH [Wei10].
Index [Bia14, CT12, DZC10, GHRM11, GP16, GP15, HB15, LZ10, LWI+15, LX13, SN13a, SI13, TZX+13, Van15, WCC16, YC11, vZ11, Bia17, CB17, Hua16, Kim16b, Kur16, LWZH10, YLG16, YY17b, YY17c, ZYHZ16].
Indices [BAM11, JL12, WTZ11, AKZK17, CB17, WZT17]. Individual [WLL10, WL15a]. inducted [MNBB17]. Industry [AMA15].
Inequality [GP15, Gun17]. Inference [AHAH15, AZCS10, AA16, AFV16, ARA13, ARAM15, BM14, BS15, BSL15, BZ15, BI14b, CLW12, CKPR13, DDD16, DW16, FK14, FLB15, FP14, Ger16, GP15, GCD13, HN13, HLLV14, LM16b, McI14, MVK16, MSR12, PBS11, PLA14, RZZ10, RF10, RNJ16, SM12, Sha16, SNO16, SAI16, SPCNL16, Sun16, Tor15, WL11, Wes14, ZM12, ZW15b, Zha15b, ZLL17, BS17, DM17, JK17a, JZ17, KTA17, LKYH17, SGKM17, Sta17, XZ17, YL17, dHMRB17].
Inferences [AH13a, Gun17, JA15, LI10b, WCC16, YHL12, HA17b].
[Kpa15, MPEGGMGR11, GRB17]. Influences [EA17]. Influential
[ARC13, BHI12, BA13, DS14]. Information [AH13b, GSSCR16, JM13,
KP12, KGS14, Lin15, MMK10, SS14, SSA15, MDX17, Pol17]. Informative
[CTh17, YLKL11, dFR13, dr11]. Infusion [KMSK15]. Inhomogeneous
Innovations [DN16, HN13, JTY10, Kur13, DBM17]. innovative [UA17].
Inputs [LSY16, PB16, SB12a]. Inspection [BAA16, yYjHwK14, NBOM17].
instance [SXYF17]. instance-based [SXYF17]. Instrumental
[JC10, ZYHZ16, JLGD17]. insurance [ZZ17]. Integer
[GA12, Man15b, BB17c]. integer-valued [BB17c]. Integrals [SV13].
Integrated [MA16, Sol16, MN17, ZM17]. Integration
[CCC16b, SMB12, SW11a]. Intensity [MAC11b]. Interaction
[XYC15, XY16]. interactions [YLM17]. Intercept [CZL16].
interdependence [HW17b]. Interim [HM12a]. Intermittent
[MYS+16, QWM+16, YCSD10, YCS12]. International [CD14].
Interpolation [LZZ16, AMM17]. Interpreting [SXYF17, CCC10]. Interval
[AY15, ABV16, Bak16, CMM12, cCyYnH13, CLJ13, CCL14, CCL10,
CYY13, CY16, De 14, DTL12, GVC10, HAT14, HHHW11, Kor12, LP16,
LKL15a, LKL15b, Lui16, NGT14, SSY15, tHT13, WY12, YSWM13, YXS14,
YT12, ZKJ15, KC17, LHL17, She17b, Sta17]. Interval-Censored
[DTL12, HAT14, WY12, YXS14, KC17, She17b]. Intervals
[AK15, BK10, BK11, Bar11, BS16b, CTTT16, HNV12, JL12, KB14, LTPT11,
LOL16, MS10, ONa13, SD16, SB12b, SZS10, SGB16, WN15a, WN15b,
WW14, XX16, Yos15, You13, YR11, ZK10, Zha11a, vdH10, LLWY17, XD17].
intra [ISS17]. intra-cluster [ISS17]. Intraclass
[AFvRvR15, BBF13, DS14, GNG17]. Intraday [BZX11, ZB16]. Invariant
[GHRM11, NB15]. inventory [Wes17]. Inverse [BR14, CBDD16, Den11,
DD16, GDDG16, KK14a, LaM14, LW17a, LH13, MAM11, PSO13, SC13,
TK16, ZW+14a, Zha15b, ZK15, Ate17, Hil17, KTA17]. Inverse-Probability-Weighted
[Zha15b]. Inversion [Pic16]. Inversive
Investigation [WP13, Del17]. Involving [ITHT13]. Irrelevant [Cha13].
IRT [BAPA15]. IRUSRT [ZW+14a]. Isotonic [Sun16]. Issue
[Kur16, YY17a]. Iteratively [GAI2]. IV [SKS16].

Jackknife [BA13, BA14, BZL15, GK14a]. Jackknife-After-Bootstrap
Jointpoint [HKC10]. Joint [BS15, BSL15, DAA13, KJ13, PLLF16, TY16,
Wu14, WZTX16, YLKL11, Gui17, XZ17]. Jump [NZL13, ZB16, YZZ17b].

[MGB17]. Kendall [GS11]. Kenward [Sta17]. Kernel

[GAMA15, JJB17, WW17]. **Line** [Rod11, Chv17]. **Linear** [ASA13, AL15, ALP16, AAA16, AMW15, AM13, AH13a, ATB14, ARA13, Asli14b, BA13, CW15, DAM15, DTL12, DW16, DM14, FP14, GL11, Ger16, GK14b, HWX16, HA12, Hua14, Hua16, HM12c, Iqb11, JK16, KLLM12a, KLLM12b, KNA15, KHH12, Kim16b, Kri16, LaM14, LWZH10, LM10, Li13, LY13, LM16b, Lu13, MSS10a, Mah12, Man15b, MH14, OCH11, Özk14, PM16, PC13, RSR17, Ron10, RAN10, SP16, SD16, SJP12, sS12c, SS10, Sun16, TXK13, TZZ14, TX15, Tor15, TT15, US10, VH16, hWJ13, WWL15, WL14, WW15a, Wu16, WZTX16, XY12, YXC10, YXS14, YM15, YGW16, YT12, ZPY14, ZHY16, AE17, AMM17, AHGJRC16, CKP17, Chv17, DZ17, GRB17, HA17a, HT17, HA17b, Hir17, JG17, KN17, LS17, LX17, Liu17b, MJ17, NK17, RL17, SZM17, SZSA17, SA17]. **linear** [Sta17, TO17, TA17, WF17, YMS17, YY17a, YLL17, ZX17]. **Linearized** [GL11, JK16]. **LINEX** [ALH14, DAA13]. **Liquidity** [TT14]. **Lists** [SMB12]. **Literature** [XS11]. **Liu** [AG16, DK17a, EKG17, IE13, Ron10, STK15, TÖ17, WW15a, Wu16, WA17]. **Liu-Type** [IE13, Ron10, AG16, EKG17, WW15a]. **Lloyd** [Bia17]. **LM** [LO16]. **Load** [WZCJ16]. **Load-sharing** [WZCJ16]. **Loadings** [dWD16]. **Local** [Dut14, Dut15, SD16, ZYS17, BKB17]. **Location** [AS12b, DC15, EKG17, GE10, Mar13a, MGG11, MGC13, MAR11, NB15, OÖ12, OWY13, RB16, SKST14, WW14, ZZW16, WW17, ZX17]. **Location-Invariant** [GHRM11]. **Location-Scale** [DC15, GE10, EKG17, WW16, WA17]. **Log** [AT16, AHGJRC16, HK13, JA15, KRAA15, Kom15, OCH11, PM12, TVS13, CS17, GG17b, JA17, SC17, YMS17]. **log-Birnbaum** [SC17]. **Log-Linear** [OCH11, AHGJRC16, YMS17]. **Log-logistic** [AT16]. **Log-Normal** [HK13, JA15, KRAA15, Kom15, CS17, GG17b, JA17]. **Log-Normality** [TVS13]. **Logarithmic** [AT16, AG16, BA14, Bus15, DB16, HH16, IE13, JZ14, LÀJGF11, NL10, Önd16, PSW16, SL15, STK15, TG10, TM14, AT16, Asa17, BS17, BDL17, CBB17, Gu17, RSR17, SB17, WA17, Xue17]. **Logistic** [TM14]. **Logit** [Roy12]. **LogitBoost** [SLLW11]. **Logits** [OBD16]. **Lognormal** [AK15, BM14, Bee15, CL15, Bee17]. **Lognormal-Pareto** [Bee15]. **Lognormals** [BS16a]. **Logspline** [YXS14]. **Long** [AR17, FGL10, LG11, She15b, Zha11a, ZQL14, BBK17]. **Long-range** [AR17]. **Long-Term** [She15b, Zha11a, ZQL14]. **Longitudinal** [ASM15, CK14, CCD12, DMMA15, GG16, GH14, HHS16, KJ13, MR14, MSB11, QWM16, SID13, T14, TX15, TY16, SAD17, USA17]. **Look** [KW13, YGL12]. **Loss** [AL14, Chi15, DAA13, SS12a, SS12b, Xu14, YKY10, Yen13]. **Lot** [ABAJ14, GL15, SKH15, BM17b, NBOM17]. **Lot-to-lot** [SKH15]. **Lots** [BU15, BAA16, RA17]. **Low** [LZ10]. **Low-Rank** [LSZ10]. **Lower** [CL13, WPTL17, CLJ17]. **LRC** [GNG17]. **LS** [CMB11]. **LS-SVM** [CMB11]. **LSTAR** [LS10]. **LTS** [Sat12].
M [IOTBO17, MMB17, IOTBO17, MSR12, OTZA17, ZX10].
M-periodogram [MMB17]. M/G/1 [MSR12, OTZA17, ZX10]. M/M/1 [IOTBO17]. MA [DK17b, DK17c]. MA-ARIMA [DK17b, DK17c].
Don10, EF14, EK16, EA12, GZ10, GBB+12, GL10, GHY14, HAT14, HWB13, HMB+10, KMS11, KMSG13, Koz14, Kyu16, LP10, LW11a, LLS16, LG11, LSLW11, Lu13, MBL12, MAM11, NB15, RDV12, SDZL15, SMWR14, SW16, SF12, TW16, Tan16, TL15, XZ16, ZZ10, AM17a, BB17a, BM17a, GSP+17, JG17, MSK+17, MM17, PH17, QQYZ17, RK17, SZMY17, WZ17, ZLC+17.

LNL11, Li13, LLJ+12, Lin15, LLX16, LLZ16, LZ16, MSS10a, MJ17, MMM16, MH14, dBMdSF16, MN15, MMF14, MM16, MPG16, OCH11, PM12, PBS11, PLZ15, PUN16, PCN14, PSW16, Phi12, QWM+16, RSW12, RBX+15, Rod11, RM16c, Roy12]. **Model**

[SOBH10, SJP12, Sha16, SA16, She13a, She14, SCpL12, SG15b, SSK16, STK15, Sol16, SEG12, SPCNL16, SMY12, SCH14, TA17, Tom12, TZD+13, TS11, TT14, UHP11, VL10, VL16, Van12, WL10, WTCZ10, WTZ11, Wei10, WY12, WY14, Wu16, Xu14, XYCY15, YXS14, YC10, YLK11, Yos15, YZ11, ZJNG13, ZZZJ14, ZWZC12, ZZGL15, dFR13, dR11, BDL17, BSH17, BB17c, CNK17, CSA17, CB17, DZ17, GB17b, GKS17, HPS17, ISS17, JJB17, KJK17, KL17a, LSY17, LXPL17, Lin17, LHH17, MH17, MBF17, MMB17, MDX17, PB17a, PUN17, SGKM17, SB17, She17b, SA17, STLH17, Tew17, Usa17, WA17, WSZ17, YMS17, YY17a, ZLL17, ZS17, ZM17, ZZS17]. **Model-Based**

[CCD+12, SMY12, MM16, RBX+15, RM16c, MH17, SA17]. **Model-Robust**

[AAK14]. **Modeling**

[Ani16, BR14, BS10, BNKM15, CWYF12, CK14, CCD+12, CD14, CK16, EE10, FMMV16, GVC10, GTB16, Gut15, HAAQ11, KMSK15, MMF14, MNH10, PB10, PK16, Pra15, QWM+16, TY16, BD17, GB17a]. **Modelling**

[BLN12]. **Models** [Ade12, ALP16, AB13b, AA16, AS14a, ASLFLR12, AKY16b, Aok15, ASM15, ARA13, BCGV13, Bar11, BD14b, BA13, BR13, BG16, CC10, CCUR12, CCC16a, CWYF12, CK14, CA10, DSR15, DAM15, DCM16, EZ15, EMH15, Eo16, FWY14, FS12, FP14, GD15, GH16, GTPS14, GH15, GL16, Gut15, HN13, HD13a, HHS16, HFKM16, HHKM16, HXB13, HD13b, Hua16, HM12e, Ian16, JM13, JMCT16, JTY10, KU14, Kim16b, Kuy16, LaM14, Lak11, LSS13, LWZH10, Li10a, LM10, LNL11, Li11, LY13, LWH+15, LM16b, LW11b, Lin15, Lu13, MLA16, MWK16, MRM10, NQ15, NZL13, ONa13, OG14, Ôzk14, PR14, PR15a, PGHA15, Pap14, PM16, PFST13, PC13, PLA16, QDTL16, RF10, RR12, Ron10, RAN10, RA14, RA16, SaJMF16, SP16, SD16, sS12c, She15a, SKS16, SHM12]. **Models**

[Sta12, SC13, Sun16, TK15a, TW16, TZ14, TPS15, TX15, Tor15, TT15, VVHP+16, VL13, Vol14, Wan10a, Wan12, WA14, WBG16a, Wei11, hWjJsH13, WWL15, Wu14, WZTX16, Xu10, XY12, XC15, XY16, Yam16, YCH16, XYC10, YM15, YLG16, YGW16, YC10, YCS12, YGL12, YT12, YZCW15, ZW15a, ZM12, ZHL14, ZX13, ZYHZ16, dJvBS16, AEQEH17, AM17b, BOOTD17, BM17a, Bar17a, BBK17, BLC17, CKP17, DBM17, DK17b, DK17c, ES17, Eln17, FFNM17, GRB17, GSP+17, HPG17, LW17a, LAG17, LXPL17, Liu17b, MRF17, Sh17a, SMS17a, Sta17, TÖ17, Tas17, TA17, WTZ17, WFP17, WY17, XLW17, XY17b, XZ17, Xue17, YY17a, YY17c, YZZ17a, YLL17, YSS17, ZLC+17, ZLW17]. **Moderate** [KL14]. **Modern**

[FL13]. **Modes** [CDS15, STHS16]. **Modification** [Sat12]. **Modified**

[AS12c, CXW16, DTZ10, Hir17, Hol10, KBAD11, Kri16, LOL16, MS10, NK17, She31b, TGRGCF+12, VC15, WLL10, Wu16, ZW15a, ABFAM17, CSA17, LTZ17, Rak17, XSA+17, YCL17, LT15]. **Modules** [Ery14]. **Modulus**

[YS12]. **Moment** [Lu13, SVWH10, SW13, Zgh10, ZJNG13]. **Moment-Based**


[ABV16, CDGML12, HAZSK16, KD12, Li10a, ON13, MNBB17, Zha11b].

negatively [XY17a]. Negatives [SSY15]. Neighbor
[AA12, ASA13, AA15, GL10, SZSA17]. Nested
[ASLFLR12, HFKM16, JMCT16, LW11a, XQW+16, YHL12, ISS17].

Nesterov [TL15]. Net [All16, FX12, FZDF14, AM17a]. Network
[CKPR13, LW16, PWT11, RR13]. Networks [CCC16b, LH14, WA14].

Neumann [Rai16], Neutral [AS14a, CCC16b]. Newton [CHJL17]. Next
[SH12]. NFL [CM14]. No [DAI14]. Noise
[KYP11, KG14, WW10, YZZ17b]. Noisy [Dar12, JS12, YYY16]. Non
[CLW12, CH11, CDGML12, Dar12, HJST15, HHH16, HA12, KBAD11,
Kur16, LML11, NGT14, SL14, SLX14, VHH+16, jWzM13, WL14, WY15b,
Yar12, YC10, Zha11b, ZCJ12, ZM13, RL17, WZT17, YY17a].

Non-Diagonal-Type [WL14, RL17]. Non-Homogeneous [HJST15].
Non-iterative [Kur16, YY17a]. Non-Normal [NGT14, jWzM13].
Non-Normality [SL14]. Non-Normally [YCS10]. Non-parametric
[HHH16, VHH+16, WZT17]. Non-Proportional [SLX14]. Non-PSD
[ZM13]. Non-Stationary [WY15b]. Nonadditivity [MMP16].

Noneffectual [PFST13]. Noncentral [AOK13, KPTY16, Lin13, ON13].
Nonconforming [DS13]. Nonconformities [GL15]. Nonextreme
[Ten17]. Nonhomogeneous [GGNB10, HLZK15]. Nonidentical [GAK16].

Nonignorable [TZ14]. Noninformative [dR11, CTH17]. Nonlinear
[Ben14, CA10, DCM16, EF14, GVC10, GKA12, Gut15, LML11, Mak11,
MG12, MRM10, PFST13, Rai16, RMS10, RM16b, TZ14, Vol14, Wan10a,
WBG16a, Elh17, SMS17a, TA17, XZ17]. Nonnormal [BDS10, Dem17a].
nonnormality [CGST17]. Nonparametric
[AN11, AZ10, BCV15, BK10, BRT+16, CY12, CWYF12, EGO+17, FGMW10,
GB17a, GP15, GB18b, GB18c, JKRR16, KLM12a, KLM12b,
KJK17, LZZW13, LZZ15, MTCP10, MTL10, Mar13a, NA12, Par11, Par15,
PS10, SN13a, SB12a, Ste12, SZZ10, SI13, TP15, UB14, WWMK16, XD15,
YZZ17b, ZDXY14, Zha15b, ZWZ12, ZX13, ZAK14, Che17, ZVHC17].

Nonproportional [HM12a]. Nonregular [EB14]. Nonrespondents
[RSC16]. Nonresponse [HAB16]. Nonsensitive [GSSCR16, KGS14].
nonstationary [BBK17]. Nonzero [DW16]. Normal
[AL15, BG12, BGP14, BSZ16, Bar11, CCM+16, CSS13, CWSW16, DAD14,
Fed12, FP16, GCD13, HK13, HFKM16, HA12, HD13b, Ima11, Ima13, JA15,
KRAA15, Kom15, Kri16, LML11, Lon14, dBMdSF16, MLC16, NGT14,
jWzM13, WN15a, Wu14, WC16, ZWCC12, AY15, AD17, BB17a, CSY17,
CFSC17, GVTGF+17, GG17b, GG17a, HS17, JA17, JKI17b, Kor17, KG17,
LLWY17, UH17, WBG16b, XZ17, ZL17]. Normal-based [Kri16].

Normal-Laplace [MLC16]. Normality
[AOK13, BMPZ13, DTZ10, HT14, HM13, SL14, SJP12, SVWH10, SFS12,
TVS13, VAGE15, Zgh10, ZA10, IZL17, Man17, Ten17]. Normalization
[SLLW11, HST17]. Normalizing [Wal11]. Normally [YC10]. Note
[AR10, CPL10, Den11, GE13, HRS14, LT15, Rod16, Su11b, TL15, TP15,
XT11, ZW15a, ZWCC12, Ott17. Notes [AM13, LL14, Lui16, Lui17, Tan16]. Novel
[AM14, Asi14, BHI12, GZ10, PLLF16, SMWR14, SF12, YSWM13, ZW17+14a].
Novelty [TKKCI14, TK15b]. Null [Che15, ZWZC12]. Number
[AR12, CP11, CM13, CDS15, Ery10, Far16, GL15, WSW16, MBB17, ZHKR17].
Numbers [Aus10, Bla14, KM13]. Numerical
[ARC13, BLBK16, RCR14, SG12, XY12, Yos15, Grcl].

Obesity [QWM+16]. Objective [AT16]. Observation
[BHI12, HHS16, LO16]. Observation- [HHS16]. observational [TK17].
Observations [ASLFLR12, ARC13, AAK13, BA13, Che15, Dar12, DS14, 
HM12b, KM12, Mie12, YCS12, GVTGF+17, JZZZ17]. Observed
[HHHZ10, WW10]. Obtain [MWH10]. Obtained [Bla14, SDD17]. occasion
[SP17]. Occupancy [Wil12, Will]. Odds
[AD12, CCC10, LW11b, LL14, Lui16, RZZ10]. off [JK17c]. Olkin [KJR13].
Omega [De 14]. On-Line [Rod11]. Oncology [Rot12]. One [BK10, CJV13, 
DS14, JLI2, KJS10, LP16, MGG11, SB12b, SHe13b, WLL10, WL15a, YHL12, 
yYHwK14, Zha15a, AND+17, BC17, LL17, Llo17, Maz17, Wil17, ZX17].
One- [SB12b]. One-Class [KJS10]. one-dimensional [Maz17]. One-Fold
[YHL12]. one-parameter [AND+17]. One-Shot [yYHwK14, BC17].
One-Sided [WLL10, WLI15a, Llo17, ZX17]. One-Stage [CJV13]. One-Way
[DS14, JLI2, Zha15a, LL17, Wil17]. Online [HHKM16]. Only
[SMF15, HHHZ10]. Operating [JS14, MWF+13, OBD16, ZL10].

Operational [Ani16]. Operator [HZF15, WZ10]. Optimal
[AHAH15, ATV+14, ASH10, AFL+12, AHM17, ASLFLR12, AH13a, BU15, 
BG16, CP11, CYW13, CFSC17, DS13, GTFX14, GL16, Kan16, LL17+12, 
MNZ13, Mie12, NH1L0, NKKC17, PS14, RL17, SH12, Tew17, Tom12, 
VM11, VC13, WL15a, WC16, YCL17, YKL1R14, YPH14, ZZZ10, dMBSFB17, 
DK17b, DK17c, GP16, NP17, YM15, YZZ17a]. optimality
[CTGR17, FT16, WPLL15]. Optimization
[BDS10, El111, SA16, dMBSFB17, LTZ17, MM17]. Optimized [STHS16].
Optimum [AS14b, AAP16, GKA12, KRAA5, MP13a, MP13b, PM12].
option [MBF17, XY17b]. Optional [MSR12, SG15b, GKS17]. Options
[WSQ15]. Oracle [FZDF14]. Order
[AS12a, AOK13, AB13b, Asi14, BNK15, BD14a, CM15, EMH15, EK16, 
FGL10, KMSG13, LOL16, MMK10, SGKM17, VCD14, XC15, AMM17, 
BS17, Dem17a, ET16, HB16, HSP+17, KE17, RV16]. Ordered
[BAM11, KK14b, Sin14, SP14, XD15, BF17, ZSY17]. Ordinal [AD15, 
Don10, DMM15, GGNB10, LL17+12, LX13, MS14, CS17b, GGB17, ZLC+17].
Organs [THT13]. Original [Bia14]. Ornstein [BRF17, KM12, ZW17].
Orthogonal [AAK13, WTZ11, EZ17]. Orthogonally [ASSH10].
Orthonormal [DPC16]. Other [CMM14, GN15, SEG15, WAB13, Wil17].
Out-of-Bag [ZZZ10]. out-of-control [SXYF17]. Outbreak [Spa12].
Outbreaks [SP14]. Outcome [XLC14, YW17]. Outcomes
[ITHT13, ZLS14, WHK17]. **Outlier**
[CW12b, DC15, IRHM13, dBMsdSF16, TT15, AO17]. **Outliers**
[Dei12, Don10, GTPS14, tLB14, MSS10a, Rod16, CB17, UA17]. **Output**
[DD16]. **Outputs** [BDs10]. **Ovarian** [SSK16]. **Overdispersed**
[Wei10, KL17a]. **Overdispersion** [ASM15, Ian16, KIM16a]. **Overlap** [YC16].
**Oversized** [Su11a]. **Overview** [PAM15]. **Own** [Pit14].

P [AMA15]. **P-spline** [AMA15]. **Pacific** [CD14]. **Package**
[AD15, CNA16, DAD14, AD17]. **Pair** [DPCJ16]. **Paired**
[BSFG10, ccYnH13, Li14, MC12, Mie12, ITHT13, UH17, Usa17].
**Paired-Samples** [MC12]. **Pairs** [KM13, LL14, Lui16, PWT11, ZCJ12].
**Pairwise** [DTZG16]. **Panel** [BR13, HMS16, SMS17b]. **Panels** [WY15b].
**Parallel** [Ery14, GL16, PRA14, WZCJ16, WWJ14, ZC11]. **Parallel-Group**
[WWJ14]. **Parameter** [AD12, AB13b, AKM11, AKV16b, AH13b, BLBK16, Bay11, CXW16, EF14, EA12, HEF13, HHS16, KRK15, Kom15, KL14, LP16, LTZ17, LG11, M16b, NGT14, QJ14, RJ13, Rod16, SKST14, She15b, SO10, Van12, Vrb15, XZ15, fYyP14, vZS12, AO17, AND+, AID17, AVM17, Bak16, Bar17a, SCL17, CTGR17, DDK16, DPS17, Mac17, ZHKR17].
**Parameter-driven** [HHS16]. **Parameter-Tuned** [NGT14].
**Parameterization** [Kom15]. **Parameters** [AY15, AMW15, ASM15, AG16, BVP16, BK+15, Cah13, CLW12, CW12a, CM16, Dei12, DTZG16, Ger16, GR10, GDCO15, Gut15, HD13a, Hod13, HKC10, Iqb11, KY15, KE14, KMS15, KNJ16, LH13, LMS13, MM10, Mah12, MNZ13, MGG11, MAR11, SKST14, SD16, TN16, TKCL16, TZD*13, Van12, Van14, WSW16, WC15, AP17, GVTGF*17, Gun17, MMB17, Rak17, SM17, WK17, WW17, Wu17].
**Parametric** [BCGV13, BK10, CK16, DTL12, GP15, GV10, Kor12, LM16b, XCY15, XY16, XQW*16, Zha15a, AEQE17, HHH16, HW17b, JK17c, Sta17, VHV*16, WZT17, WF17, YSS17, ZVHC17]. **Pareto**
[AHAH15, AFV16, Bc15, Gun17, SFS12, TCA*16, Van12]. **Partial**
[DH12, HZP15, KD12, Sun16, WF17]. **Partially**
[AHAH15, CW12a, CW15, Hua14, Hua16, Kim16b, LWZH10, Li13, LM16b, PM16, RAN10, TX15, TT15, WCL12, hWJLS13, WSW15, XY12, YXC10, YGW16, ZX13, ZYHZ16, DZ17]. **Particle**
[DH12, YSW13, ZHKR17]. **Partitioning** [PDK12, RMM15]. **partly** [TO17]. **Path** [PK16, SEG15].
**Path-dependent** [SEG15]. **Paths** [JZ14]. **Pathways** [YBW*12]. **Patient**
[MDD13]. **Pattern** [CMB11, MBL12, WP13]. **PDF** [BAN16, BAND16].
**Penalized** [AKM11, AKV16b, ELL11, EO16, JZ14, LZ10, WZT16, YLG16, CH1J17, CTGR17]. **Penalty** [WSW16, Zha15c]. **BA** [Lui17]. **II** [PLW+14].
or [BFB17]. **PD** [AFL+12]. **Percentage** [AOK13, GNG17]. **Percentile**
[HVN12, KK14a, Chv17]. **Percentiles** [CLJ13, Kri16, LTAJ14, PH17].
**Perform** [LML11]. **Performability** [SMWR14]. **Performance**
[AOJ12, AMW15, ASI14a, BS16b, CCM16, FSJ12, HKNC17, JM13, LMS13, MM13, MM10, Mah12, MAR11, PS14, RM16a, RMS10, RM16b, SG15a, TR13, UMN17, WES14, WCC16, WF17, ZX10, ZXJ15, BB17d, DK17a,
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Mak11, McI14. **Relationships** [LM10, SWL14]. **Relative**
PK13b, Tou11, EA17, HST17. **Reliability** [ARKB13, Bar11, BD17, CD14, 
EK10, FTE17, GAMA15, JWW14, KFO14, LH14, SNM16, SNI13b, TC14, 
WJC16, YPH14, ZW14, Bar17a, CTWX17, HS17]. **Reliable** [LLWY17].
**Remaining** [BGU15, Hod13]. **REML** [YZCW15]. **Removal** [SSK16].
**Renewal** [AC15b, Pic16]. **Repair** [TC14, LKYH17]. **Repairable**
[KS16, LKHH11, LKYH17]. **Repairing** [ARKB13]. **Repeated**
[LRVF10, RAN15, Zha11a, GS17]. **Repetitive** [LW14]. **Replacing**
[ARKB13, GL10]. **Replicated** [SOSB14a]. **Represent** [Liu13]. **Representation**
[HK10, LZ16, WTCZ10, WTZ11]. **Reproductive** [TZ14]. **Requirements**
[LS13]. **Resampling** [DKV15, KOC16]. **Research**
[CLLH16, Grc17, JWW14]. **Residual** [CTTT16, IMS14, WBG16b].
**Residual-Based** [IMS14]. **Residuals** [BCGV13, JK17c]. **Resin** [KMSK15].
**Resistance** [GTPS14]. **Resistant** [TT15]. **resisting** [JG17]. **Resolution**
[Aok15]. **respect** [SDD17]. **Respondent** [MS14]. **Response**
[AMP10, AKSI13b, AK11, GGNB10, HB16, HSR10, KG13, KP10, LSS13, 
MCM16, RCR14, Roy12, SCL12, SG15b, SOSB14a, WPLL15, Wei11, 
BS17, Dl17, GK17, HSP+17, LW17a, Liu17b, MDX17]. **Responses**
[HD13b, KCC16, RAN15, SSA15, jWz13, Liu17b]. **restratified** [KP17].
**Restricted**
[LY13, NAK13, STK15, hWjJ13, WY14, Wu16, Pol17, SGKM17, WA17].
**restrictions** [GRB17]. **Resubmitted** [BU15, RA17]. **Results**
[GZ10, LP16, LLJ+12, Mac11b, OW12, OWY13, VCD14]. **retesting**
[HW17a]. **Retinopathy** [CCLT14]. **retrial** [IOTBO17]. **retrieval** [Pol17].
**Retrospective** [GV10]. **Returns** [SN13a]. **reversed** [HPS17]. **Reversible**
[NZL13]. **Review** [SI14]. **Reviews** [LS16]. **Revised** [LKTW12]. **Revisit**
[RR13]. **Revisited** [BGM13, Dut16, PSS10]. **Revisiting** [HW17a].
**Reweighted** [GA12]. **Ridge**
[ATB14, As14a, EF14, EA12, GL11, HEF13, JK16, JR12, KR12, KMS15, 
LMS13, MSK10, MSS10b, NAK13, RAN10, RA14, RA16, Mac17]. **Right**
[BM14, CL15, CTT16, ES16, LM10, Par15, She14, She15b, AEQEH17, 
JJB17, Kao17, She17a]. **Right-Censored**
[CL15, LM10, She14, She15b, CTT16, ES16, She17a]. **Rigorous** [RBX+15].
**Risk** [Aus10, BSV13, BZW13, BG16, CNA16, CCL, Che11, CM15, LYY14, 
Pit14, PK13b, SS12b, She14, UHP11, HKNC17]. **risk-adjusted** [HKNC17].
**Risks** [HLLV14, PR15b, She12, BT17, HK17, WSZ17]. **Road** [MNH10].
**Roberts** [DPS17, ZLZW16]. **Robust** [ALP16, AO17, AA16, AAK14, ARA13, 
At16, AS15, BB11, Che14, DAM15, DB16, ES17, EKG17, GTPS14, JK16, 
KY15, LLZ16, MCM16, MN17, OW12, PB17a, PKK12, PK16, PLZ15, Pit14, 
RMS10, RM16b, SKK17, SFS12, TVS13, Tom12, WZTX16, Xue17, XYX17, 
YY17c, ZLW17, CR17, DL17, JG17, MMB17, OM17]. **Robustness**
[De 11, RCR14, SL14, AEQEH17, DPS17]. **ROC**

Simulation [ART+12, CN11, LSS13, Lu13, Nic10, SV13]. Simulating [KIM16a, TN17].

Simulation [AM14, Alm10, AS14a, ASM15, AR10, BSZ16, Bia14, Bia17, BR16b, Bus15, DDD16, DMMA15, DD16, FS12, GD15, GHRM11, GB13, HT14, HC17, HAAQ11, JA11, JS14, KSS13, KMS15, LNL11, MSK10, MFF14, NAK13, NP17, Özk14, PLW+14, RM16c, Rut15, SFG15, SEG15, Nas17, TA13, VG15, VL13, VCD14, WN15b, XLC14, yYjHwK14, ZCR10, BOOTD17, BT17, ES17, GS17, GC17, LWT17, MM17, Ott17, OTZA17, WK17, ZSÁ17]. Simulating [KIM16a, TN17]. Simulaitons [AM14, Alm10, AS14a, ASM15, AR10, BSZ16, Bia14, Bia17, BR16b, Bus15, DDD16, DMMA15, DD16, FS12, GD15, GHRM11, GB13, HT14, HC17, HAAQ11, JA11, JS14, KSS13, KMS15, LNL11, MSK10, MFF14, NAK13, NP17, Özk14, PLW+14, RM16c, Rut15, SFG15, SEG15, Nas17, TA13, VG15, VL13, VCD14, WN15b, XLC14, yYjHwK14, ZCR10, BOOTD17, BT17, ES17, GS17, GC17, LWT17, MM17, Ott17, OTZA17, WK17, ZSÁ17].

Sim11, TKX13, AKZK17, HC17, HKNC17, KE17, KR17, MP17a, PN17.  
Sortino [De 14]. Space [GH15]. Spacings [MRKI16]. Span [yYjHwK14].  
[GKA12, HAT15, HAB16, KGA11, KGA13, KK16, LL14, Lui16, SLLW11, SG17]. Streams [YYY16]. Strength
[BGU15, Bar11, GAMA15, BD17, HS17]. Stress

Structural [BB11, LTQ15, RF10, RR12, CB17, JZZZ17, Nam17, TA17]. Structure [ART+12, GHY14, SWL14, GNG17, Mai17, Wes17]. Structures [AAK13, Ery14, SKZA16, SN13b]. Stuart [Rut15]. Student [AN12]. Studentized [SS10]. Students [RM16c]. Studies

[AFL+12, BL15, CCC10, PLW+14, PLL16, Rot12, ScpL12, IHT13, Wmk14, WWJ14, ARK17, TK17]. Study

[Alm10, ASM15, BLBK16, BNM15, BGM13, Bia14, Bus15, Che14, CCLT14, CZL16, DMM15, DD16, FS12, FGL10, GHRM11, GB13, HT14, HHS16, HAAQ11, JS14, KU14, KMS15, Kim16b, KP10, MK10, MFF14, MSB11, MDD13, NAK13, Ond16, Ozk14, RBX+15, RF10, RM16c, Rut15, SL14, SFG15, SDZL15, TKX13, TA13, VPF14, VKB10, Xu10, XLC14, XS11, YR11, ZCR10, ZWJ10, Zha11b, ZM13, BT17, Bia17, ES17, GS17, GC17, JG17, WK17, WMH17, YL17, ZSA17]. Studying [MM16]. sub [KX17]. sub-fractional [KX17]. SubBag [ZZZ10]. Subject


[AMP10, HWB13, Lee10a, HKNC17, RL17]. Summary [TZD+13]. sums [MP17a]. sup [KEB17]. sup-entropy [KEB17]. superimposed [MMB17]. Supermodular [PR15b]. Supersaturated [AKV16a, KMS11, KP12, CKP17, QQYZ17]. supervised [KL17b]. Support

[AAT15, BJK10, BJ14a, SW11a, WP13]. sure [Das17]. Surface

[AKS13b, CBDD16, HB16, KCC16, OBD16, MDX17]. Surfaces [RCR14]. Surveillance [HLZK15]. Survey

[AZCS10, GP15, MS14, WTLWL16, ZGC16]. Surveys

[HAZSK16, KGA13, Lui14]. Survival

[ALH14, CCM13, EE10, HML12a, JMC16, KJ+12, Li14, MDD13, She15b, SF12, VL16, YR11, ZTT10, AIME17, Che17, FNA17, GB17a, HPG17, JZ17, KKH17]. Survivors [ZQL14]. Suspended [ZW14]. SVM [CM11]. SVR [ZM13]. Swedish

[LMS13]. Switching


[Lee12, LG14, LK15a, PS10, YKLR14, YKSC16]. System
[ARKB13, AR12, BGU15, EK10, Ery10, GAMA15, KFO14, KYP11, KS16, LKHH11, Pit14, PRA14, QJ14, RM16a, WZCJ16, YPH14, yYjHWK14, ZX10, BM17b, CSY17, LKYH17, OTZA17]. Systematic [KSG15]. Systems [Ery14, Ery15, JWW14, SG15a, TC14, ZC11, ZW14, FTE17].


Terry [Fed12]. Tessellations [VHV16]. Test [AD12, AHRM12, AG15, AZ10, BDKM11, BR16a, BM10, BR13, CMM12, CY12, CW14, DTZ10, ES15, GR10, GEVA10, HW14, HWB13, Hua16, Ima11, JA15, JY10, KS15, KHH12, KM13, KK10b, LO16, LP10, LLJ12, LL14, MLZ15, Mah15, MMP16, Mar12, MKK16, OY16, ONS16, PS14, Par11, Par15, PLZ15, PAM15, PSW16, RLTJ16, Rut15, RB16, RH11, SSO14, Sol16, SOSB14a, SOSB14b, ST13, SI13, SS16, Tan16, VAGE15, WANB13, WPLL15, XD15, XY12, XCY15, fYyP14, ZNA16, ZW15a, Zgh10, ZA10, ZWCC12, ZJNG13, ZCJ12, ZLGG15, ZF16, vZ11, CSA17, HMI17, JK17a, LAG17, LSY17, Mai17, Man17, MSK17, Nam17, Par17, Ten17, UA17, XLW17, XSA17, ZSA17, ZHLW17].

test-based [ZHLW17]. Testing [AP17, AFS14, BLN12, BCGV13, BAM11, BK16, CLW12, CWSW16, CM13, DX16, ES15, FGL10, FK15, GR10, GBB12, GG17b, GG17a, GB13, HAT15, HXX15, Hol10, HMS16, Ian16, Isl11, JA17, KG14, Kur13, Lak11, LM10, LS10, LW11a, Li11, LW15, LPLT16, LH13, Mar13a, PN17, PFS13, Praf15, RLF11, RAN15, SKM10, SMS17b, SPCNL16, SW11b, SFS12, UH17, VB16, XLPC13, XTG14, YGW16, ZQ14, ZCJ12, ZTT10, BC17, GNG17, HW17a, KABM17, LW17b, MRF17, MSK17, NKK17, SC17, SN17, WS17, XD17, ZX17, SMF15]. Tests [AHAH15, AL15, Alm10, Aok15, AK11, BMN12, BCV15, Bmpz13, BPS13, BRT16, BB15, BPA15, CH11, CW12a, CNPW15, DK15, GTX14, HT14, HM12c, Ima11, Ima13, JS14, KGXR16, KSGM13, LML11, Li14, LBW11, tLB14, MV10, Mtcp10, MC12, Mar13a, MAR11, Mur15, NYD16, NA13, OK15, rent11, PD16, PS13, RSW12, SVWH10, SR12, SYY15, SH14, Su11a, TNS12, TA13, VPSV13, VL13, Vol14, WCL12, WANB13, WC15, WGS10, Wu10, XT11, XQW16, ZWJ10, ZYM13, AE17, AID17, BC17, CSY17, CBB17, DL17, GA17, Isl17, NP17, NWR17, Nou17, PB17b, Ten17, Tew17, Xue17, ZSY17, ZVHC17].


Third [HB16]. Third-order [HB16]. Three [AAK13, AKS13b, AAP16].
GMG13, HB16, Kom15, LP10, LqQlX11, LC16, LX13, NB15, PLW+14, RSW12, Van12, Van12, XQW+16, BOOTD17, EZ17, FFNM17, QQYZ17.

Three-class [LC16]. Three-Decision [GMG13]. Three-dimensional [HB16]. Three-factor [XQW+16]. Three-Hypothesis [LP10].

Three-Level [AAK13, AKS13b, EZ17]. Three-Parameter [Kom15, NB15, Van12]. three-phase [BOOTD17]. Three-Stage [PLW+14, QQYZ17]. Threshold [BD14a, KU14, NYD16, SWL14, TX15, vZ11, LXPL17, Tas17].

threshold-ARMA [LXPL17]. Thresholding [XC15]. thresholds [MSK+17]. tied [Wil17]. Time [AS14a, ABJM17, BZL15, BL15, CD12, CC10, CCM13, CZL16, CB14, Ery15, GBPDL16, GL14, HHHZ10, JH14, Jin11, IKW13, LM16a, LTQ15, LG11, LLZ16, MKW16, MS10, Nic10, RR13, SB12a, SMWR14, ScpL12, SHM12, SC13, SF12, TW16, TY16, Wei10, YCH16, YCS12, YLK11, yYJHwK14, ZHL14, DB17, Elh17, HST17, Lin17, MYS+16, Pic16, Tew17, XY17b]. time-changed [XY17b].


Traffic [JH14]. Training [RH11]. Traits [MM16, MS14]. Trajectories [CCC+12]. Trajectory [CK14]. Transfer [GAPSÅ10]. Transform [PR15a, XY17b]. Transformation [BSZ16, CSS13, CYW13, DAI14, GKK14b, sS12c, She15a, AID17, She17a].

Transformations [FP16]. Transformers [ES16]. transient [UA17].

Transition [KR12, MYS+16, Nic10, YCS1D10]. Transmuted [KKH17, TTTZ14, ABFAM17, FNA17]. Transport [Bon16, CR17]. Travel [GKA12]. Treat [Aus10]. Treatment [PK13b, SH12, Si14, SOSB14a, SOSB14b, TK16, JLG17, Llo17, YW17].

Treatment-Control [SH12]. Treatments [AGJ15, CWSW16, GMG13].

Tree [ZWZ+14a, AAK+17]. Trees [AAP16, Cha12, Cha13]. Trend [Alm10, AC15a, CTGR17, QDTL16, Rut15]. Trending [CNP15]. trends [Gre17].

Trials [GAK16, JLG17, Lui17]. Trials [Ani16, AK11, PK13b, ZCR10, ZL10, Zha11a, ZLS14, CTH17, Llo17].

trimmed [XYY17]. Trinomial [PSO13]. Trisomies [RLF11]. True [ZWZC12]. Truncated [BM14, Gen17, KK14b, LDS10, She12, She14, She15b, SKJ11, US10, ZA10, Zha15b, ABJM17, CTTT16, CFSC17, ES16, GA17, She17a, She17b, TN17, WPTL17, ZLL17]. Truncating [EG16]. truncation [BT17]. Tsiatis [CBB+17]. tuber [Das17]. Tukey [LT15, TGRGC+12]. Tuned [NGT14]. Tuning [AKM11, AKV16b, EA12]. Turing [GC17].

Turkish [Tas17]. TV [AAT15]. Twin [RT12]. Two [AJM10, AJ13, AMS16, ASLFLR12, AH13a, ABAJ14, AS14b, Bak16, BK16, BG16, CLW12, CLLH16, CM13, CDGML12, CJV13, Dei12, DDK16, DCM16, etc.].
EB14, GRY17, HS12, HHMW11, HKC10, Hua14, HB16, IMS14, Ima11, Ima13, JA15, KO16, KS15, KK10b, LS16, LTPT11, Li14, Lon14, SLW11, MMP16, MMP+13, OY16, PLLF16, PUN16, Phi12, RSC16, RMS10, RAN15, SKST14, SH12, SG14, SB12b, SS10, SKM+10, SG15b, SLW11, SR12, Sta12, SSY15, TA13, VCD14, jWzMi13, WPLL15, WC15, WMK16, XYCY15, XY16, fYyP14, ZP14, ZTT10, ZF16, AL15, AP17, AVR17, BS16b, CBB+17, CKP17, ESAD17, FTE17, HM17, HA17b, JK17b, KG17, MSK+17, NWR17, SG17, SP17, UI17, WZT17, WHK17, YSS17, ZW17, ZVHC17, ZM17].


two-state [ZW17]. Two-Step [CM13, IMS14, SS10]. Two-Way [CDGML12, Phi12, XYCY15, MMP16, XY16, YSS17]. Type [AMS16, ABAJ14, BDKM11, BK10, BMPZ13, GK14b, GSSCR16, HWX16, IE13, JM13, JW12, KMS15, KGS14, LHB10, OWD14, PS10, Ron10, Al14, SO10, Su11a, TL15, VB16, WL14, ZS17, AG16, ABJM17, Ban17, DK17a, EKG17, JK17c, Mur15, RL17, Van15, WY15a, WZTX16, WF17, YCL17, ZZ17, AHAH15, AY15, ARAM15, BS15, BS12, BS17, BR16a, CSY17, CLJ13, CLJ10, DDK16, DAA13, GRY17, GP17, HK13, HK17, KY15, KNJ16, KEB17, KRK15, L̆AJGAF11, LBH08, LBW11, LTJAJ4, LRVF10, NKKC17, PN17, PH17, Par17, RSR17, SKK17, SB12b, Sha16, SSK16, SS16, WL15b].

Type-I [LHB10, AHAH15, AY15, CSY17, CLJ13, CLJ10, KEB17, LHB08, LBW11, PN17, RSR17, SB12b, Sha16]. Type-II [LHB10, ZS17, YCL17, BS15, BS15, BS17, DDK16, GRY17, GP17, HK13, HK17, KNJ16, KRK15, LHB08, NKKC17, RSR17, SKK17, SSK16, SS16].

Type-X [LTJAJ4]. types [FTE17].

Uhlenbeck [BRF17, KM12, ZW17]. Umbrella [CY12, XD15]. unary [JG17]. Unbalanced [LW11a, Phi12, SLW11, XQW+16, YHL12, Zha15a, vdH10, CKP17].


Undecimated [PR15a]. Underlying [DH16]. Understanding [MM15].


Units [AJ13]. Univariate
[Che11, LW11b, LRVF10, NZL13, ÖW12, JZ17, Koc17, ZX17]. **Unknown** [AL16, DS13, Hod13, Ima13, NB15, PFST13, SMF15, SKHL15, Wal11, WW10, WANB13, GVTGF+17]. unlabeled [HT17]. unmeasured [BLC17]. **Unobserved** [Lak11, LAG17, MV10]. Unobserved-ARCH [Lak11, LAG17]. **Unpaired** [UH17]. **Unrelated** [Asi14, RA14]. Unrepairable [ZW14]. Unreplicated [AKS13a, MMP16]. Untested [Lan10]. Unverified [SSY15]. unweighted [MGB17, ZSY17]. Use [Gut15, LSY16, SKZA16, YGL12, BLC17]. Used [MMP+13, PD16]. Usefulness [Wil12]. Using [AGJ15, AM14, AL15, AL16, Asl14b, AS14b, BAA16, BKJ10, BJ14a, BSV13, Bee15, BZW13, BAPA15, CSG15, CBD16, CP16, CXW16, CY16, CW15, CK16, DPCJ16, DZC10, DX16, Dut14, EE10, EZ17, FSJ12, GGNB10, GL14, HEF13, HNV12, HSR10, HAZSK16, IRHM13, JWW14, JZ14, KLLL12a, KLLL12b, KCC16, KK14b, Kim14, KOC16, LS16, Li14, LQW+16, Lou14, LG11, MA12, Man17, MRKII6, MS14, NZL13, NA12, OBD16, PKK12, Pol17, QWM+16, Roy12, SJP12, SS14, SS12a, SG14, SDZL15, SSA15, Spa12, SP14, SW13, TP15, TK16, UHP11, US10, VG15, Van15, Van14, YKY10, Yan13, YS12, YAA15, dJvBS16, AKJ17, AAMJ17, ABJM17, AAK+17, BSH17, Bia17, GKS17, HW17b, IOTBO17, LW17a, LSN15, LSN16, ML17, NDD13, MDX17, NK17, OTZAI7, Pa17, SV13, SB17, SS17]. using [SG17, SM17a, SXYF17, TC14, UH17, USA17, WSZ17, XD17, YMS17, XXY17, YKL17, YBW+12, YLM17, ZLL17, ZLC+17]. Utilized [Wes14].

**vacations** [Ban17]. **Validation** [Hdl10, RZZ10, Ste12, WMK16, Dut16, KL17a]. **Value** [AL15, BDKM11, CH10, CNA16, Che11, EG16, GHRM11, GBP16, LYY14, Pit14, PR15b, SW11a, vZ11]. **Value-At-Risk** [LYY14, Che11]. valued [BB17c]. **Values** [CN11, KHH12, MMM13, SWL14, Sin14, WGS10, WW15b, AE17, Koc17, Mar15, Wil17, ZX17]. **VaR** [Bee17, LSY16]. **Variability** [SKHL15, WMK14, Yan13, ZZW11, ZZ13, SM17, ZHLW17]. **Variable** [ANA14, Cha13, CCC16a, CYW13, CKC+14, DZ16, EO16, FMMV16, FX12, FZDF14, GK14b, GSSCR16, KMS11, KGS14, KP10, Kur16, LK15a, LK15b, LQW+16, LHB08, LHB10, NGT14, QWM+16, SFG15, SCP12, SLB11, TX15, US10, Wu14, WZTX16, YXC10, ZS17, ZWZ14b, BAA16, GKS17, JLD17, LSD17, MP17b, QQYZ17, YCL17, YY17b, YY17c, YKL17]. **Variable-Selection-Based** [ZWZ14b]. **Variables** [AS14b, BU15, BB14, Cha13, CM13, DS13, FG15, Gut15, JY10, Kri16, LW14, Mar15, RAN15, RB16, SG14, Wei11, hWjJsh13, YY16, YGL12, ZYHZ16, dJvBS16, SG17, Sun16, NT17, WES17, YGW16]. **Variance** [Ade12, BH16, Che15, CMB11, CW14, DN16, DK11, FP16, IOTBO17, KP17, LW11a, LA13, MCM16, OK15, OTZAI7, OD16, PR14, PR15a, SG14, SSA15, VL10, YHL12, HS17, Kao17, LLH17, Pa17]. **Variance-stabilizing** [FP16]. **Variances** [CSK16, FP16, HHMW11, IMS14, OWY13, SaJMF16, WWJ14, Zha15a, GG17a, JK17b]. **Variate** [KLLL12a, KLLL12b]. variates
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